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1 PURPOSE 

The object of this document is to describe the technical features of the motor 
trucks for the Cincinnati Streetcars developed by CAF. 

2 INTRODUCTION 

The motor trucks have four motors which are joined two by two along their 
longitudinal axes and each one is solidly joined to the gear unit forming a single 
unit. The motor-gear unit hangs from the truck frame with a series of 
interspersed elastic rubber elements.  

Each motor drives a gear unit that transmits the driving torque to the wheel axle 
through a toothed coupling. This allows for the movement caused by the travel 
of the primary suspension. An elastic star type coupling is mounted between the 
motor and the gear unit. 

The primary suspension is based on rubber and steel bell type springs. 

The secondary suspension consists of 4 cylindrical wire coil springs with elastic 
bump stops. Damping is done externally by hydraulic dampers in parallel with 
the springs, two in the case of the motor truck. 

The carbody is supported directly by the truck by means of secondary 
suspension springs and the vertical hydraulic dampers. The traction and braking 
forces are transmitted via traction rods. 

The planned braking system consists of one disc per wheel. These are 
operated using reverse callipers. Furthermore, each truck has two 
electromagnetic brakes that are used in case of emergency. 

The parking brake is also applied by means of reverse callipers. It is equipped 
with a pressure chamber and a secondary piston that allows the parking brake 
to be released from the cab through a secondary source of pressurised oil. 
There is also a manual mechanical device that acts directly on the brake 
callipers for quick and manual release. 
The main characteristics of the trucks are as follows: 

- Wheel diameter (new/used) ...............................................590/510 mm  

- Type of wheel...........................................................................Resilient 

- Wheelbase ..............................................................................1800 mm 

- Primary suspension ............................................. Steel and rubber bell 

- Secondary suspension........................................................Coil springs 

- Type of brake ..................................................................................Disc 
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- Number of discs per truck ....................................................................4 

- Brake operation...................................Reverse type hydraulic callipers  

- Electromagnetic brake ..........................................................2 per truck 

- Maximum Speed (Service/Design).................................... 70 / 80 Km/h 

 

  

Figure 1- Axle-box body 

 

3 AXLE-BOX BRIDGE 

The axle-box bridges are the free wheel type and consist of a casted double “T” 
beam and on the upper face of its ends there are press-fitted cylindrical 
journals. The wheels are mounted on the journals using bearings. 

The current return devices and the sensors are mounted on the axle-box 
bridges. 

 

3.1 AXLE UNIT 
 
Axles are not mounted on the trucks in the usual way, as the wheels rotate free. 
In place of the usual cylindrical axles, in this case, there is a casted part with 
two press-fitted journals, one on each end of the frame unit. The casted part is 
called the "axle-box bridge" as it acts as a false axle and as a kind of axle-box. 
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The axle-box bridge is made of G26CrMo4+QT2 steel in accordance with EN 
10293, and the journals are made of C45E+N steel in accordance with EN 
10083-1. 

 

 

Figure 2- Axle-box body 

 

 
 

Figure 3-Journal 

 
The wheel hubs with bearings that allow the free rotation are fitted to the 
journals. 

The mountings for the primary suspension springs are also on the axle-box 
bodies. On the top of the axle-box body there is a rubber stop that prevents 
metal to metal contact in case of breakage of the primary suspension. 
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3.2 WHEELS 
 
Resilient wheels that have been proposed consist of a series of elastic blocks 
between the hub and the rim. Please refer to specific wheel technical 
description [1] for futher details. 

The wheel rim as well as the wheel profile shall be defined during the project. 

 
 3.3 BEARINGS 
 
The bearings are fitted between the journals of the axle-box body and the wheel 
hub. The assembly has been designed to prevent the entry of dirt and to 
prevent grease leakage. 

The bearings are the conical type with an inner diameter of 139.7 mm. The 
manufacturer is a reputable supplier of railway equipment. 

The bearings are lubricated with lithium soap based grease with additives, at 
high pressure, consistency 2, type Shell 2760 B. 

 

 
 

Figure 1- Axle-box Bridge without wheels 
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Figure 2- Axle-box Bridge with wheels 

 
 
 
3.5 EARTHIND DEVICES 
 
An earthing device for each wheel is fitted to the axle-box bridge by means of 
an adaptor suitable for this purpose. Its function is to return the traction current 
to the track via the wheel and protect people from accidental contact with high 
voltage. For this, the installation has been equipped with devices for returning 
the current and others for protection of passengers and personnel. 

 

 

Figure 3- Earthing device 

 
These devices have replaceable brushes with a cross section appropriate to the 
current that passes through it. 

The general arrangement shall be implemented in accordance with VDE 0115 
and DIN 57115 specifications. 
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4 SUSPENSION 

The vehicle suspension is made up of two stages: primary and secondary. This 
is to provide optimal vertical and transverse comfort levels and adequate 
running of the truck on straights and curves. 

 
4.1 PRIMARY SUSPENSION 
 
The primary suspension connects the truck frame to the assembled bridge. The 
primary suspension transmits both the vertical and transverse forces (due to 
traction, braking and others) between the frame and the bridge. 

The suspension is made up of eight steel and rubber bell type springs situated 
between the axle-boxes and the respective mountings on the truck frame. Its 
vertical stiffness has also been studied so it can adequately deal with vertical 
irregularities in the track, ensuring a distribution of loads between the truck 
wheels that is as uniform as possible and, therefore, obtains optimal adhesion. 

The stiffness of the primary suspension springs in the horizontal plane provides 
an adequate longitudinal and transverse joint between the bridges and the truck 
frame. The stiffness values chosen in the two directions for these springs allow 
a stable ride of the vehicle with good curve negotiation and low aggression to 
the track. It also allows vertical movement of the primary suspension. 

Height regulation in case of excessive compression of the springs is carried out 
by means of plates situated between the springs and the axle bridge. 

The system allows turning using an under floor wheel lathe. 

This suspension has damping capability therefore the use of external dampers 
is not required. 

The suspension compression stop, located on top of the mounted bridge, is 
fitted with a rubber element in order to prevent direct metal-to-metal contact. To 
limit the extension, there is a tab that limits suspension travel and allows the 
truck to be raised with the assembled bridges hanging. 
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Figure 4 - Primary suspension assembly 

 

 
4.2 SECONDARY SUSPENSION 
 
The secondary suspension consists of four cylindrical hydraulic springs, fitted 
directly between the carbody and the truck frame with an intermediate elastic 
element. The vertical load is thus transmitted to the springs, while horizontal 
loads are transmitted through the transverse torsion of these springs. 

This suspension has an elastic element, concentric to the coil spring that comes 
into action when the load condition is reached, making the suspension 
progressive and limiting the maximum travel. 

The suspension is equipped with the corresponding stops (both for extension 
and compression), allowing the carbody to be lifted with the trucks hanging from 
it during the re-railing process. 

It also has a wheel wear compensation system which allows the floor to rail 
height to remain constant. This consists of shims located under the secondary 
suspension springs. 

The transverse suspension uses the same secondary suspension springs which 
have a suitable transverse stiffness for this purpose. This suspension also has 
elastic stops with progressive stiffness to absorb dynamic impacts that occur in 
this direction, limiting the maximum allowable movement. 

 
4.3 DAMPERS 
 
The trucks are equipped with vertical hydraulic dampers (two on the motor 
truck) and transverse hydraulic dampers (one per truck). The dampers are fixed 
by means of maintenance free elastic rubber joints. 
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4.4 CARBODY-TRUCK CONNECTION 
 

The traction and braking forces between the carbody and truck are transmitted 
via traction rods. One end is attached to the under-frame carbody and the other 
to the truck frame.  

The rods are attached by means of maintenance free elastic rubber joints. 

 

 

Figure 5- Motor truck secondary suspension assembly 

 

5 TRUCK FRAME 

The truck frame is the main part of the truck. Other elements are attached to it: 

- Traction equipment. 

- Primary suspension. 

- Secondary suspension elements (springs, dampers, rods and 
others). 

- Others 

The truck frame has a box section geometry made up of electric arc welded 
sheet. The sheet material is S355NL in accordance with EN10025-3. The 
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mountings that are welded to the truck are casted and the material is G20Mn5 
in accordance with En 10293. Both materials are commonly used by CAF. 

All the parts are prepared to allow optimal weld penetration. The welding is 
carried out by means of a MAG type semi-automatic welding procedure. 

Once the frame has been assembled and welded, it undergoes an annealing 
process to relieve residual stresses resulting from welding. 

The geometry has been designed to obtain a rational distribution of forces, 
preventing stress concentrations between parts and avoiding abrupt changes in 
cross section. The truck frame was designed in accordance with EN 13749. 

Permitted stress levels were considered, as well as fatigue limits in accordance 
with that stipulated in Rapport ORE Question B12/RP 60 for this type of 
material. The elastic limit of the material was established as the as the 
operating limit considered for operation under exceptional loads. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6- Top view of the motor truck frame 
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Figure 7- Bottom view of the motor truck frame 
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Figure 8- Goodman diagram in accordance with Rapport ORE Question B12/RP 60 

 

6 TRUCK TRACTION EQUIPMENT 

The motor trucks have four asynchronous motors that are fully suspended and 
are mounted with their axes oriented longitudinally to the track. 

Each motor is bolted to its corresponding gear unit forming a single rigid unit. 
This unit is suspended from two points on the corresponding frame mountings 
by means of a system of resilient mounts. 

The motor-gear unit can be dismounted from the side of the train without the 
need to lift the carbody. 
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Figure 9- Motor-gear unit assembly 

 
6.1 GEAR UNIT 
 

The gear units are in the kinematics chain between the motor and the coupling 
which transmits the force from the pinion to the wheel. 

The gears units are of the hypoid type. These types of gears offer silent 
operation. 

The gear units are bolted directly to the motors and are fully suspended. 

The gears are designed so that they are capable of transmitting maximum force 
both in traction and braking, as well as those forces that arise from the vibration 
caused by the rotation of the axles. 

The gear unit housing is manufactured in cast iron and is machined to allow the 
internal mounting of gears and bearings. 

Lubrication is by oil splash on the toothed wheels and by gravity on the pinions 
and bearings. There is an oil distributor system installed that operates by 
concentrating part of the oil in a small tank located on the top of the gear unit 
and with machined oil ways in the housing that drive the oil to the bearings. 

The gear unit is fitted with an inspection cap so the condition of the gears can 
be checked, as well as the corresponding filling and emptying caps and level 
indicator. One of the caps is equipped with a magnetic separation system for 
metal particles. There is also a sight glass to check the oil level or ingress of 
water into the gear unit. 

Oil leak tightness and dirt ingress protection is provided by a labyrinth system 
with no moving parts which could wear. 

Please refer to specific gear unit technical description [2] for futher details. 
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Figure 10- Isometric view of gear unit 

 

6.2 MOTOR-GEAR COUPLING 
 
The motor shafts transmit the torque directly to the gear units by means of a 
star type elastic coupling. These couplings are designed to accommodate small 
misalignments of the unit and allow the gear unit to be separated from the 
motor. 

 

6.3 GEAR UNIT-WHEEL HUB COUPLING 
 

The couplings are part of the kinematics torque transmission chain between the 
gear unit and the wheels. 

These parts are designed to transmit torque and are capable of absorbing the 
small misalignments due to movements of the primary suspension. 

They are the toothed type, mounted between the cover of the hollow shaft at the 
gear unit output and the wheel hub. 

7 BRAKING EQUIPMENT 

The truck braking equipment consists of the following items: 

- Brake discs. 
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- Hydraulic reverse type brake callipers and corresponding 
pads. 

- Electromagnetic brakes. 

A disc and calliper is used per wheel. The brake callipers on the motor trucks 
are attached to the gear unit housings. 

The brake callipers are reverse type, so, if there is a loss of hydraulic fluid, the 
pads press on the discs giving maximum braking. Therefore, the system 
operates with an intrinsic safety system.  In normal operation, the disc type 
preloaded springs fitted in the brake calliper pistons are retained by the 
hydraulic pressure applied to these hydraulic pistons. During braking, the 
pressure in the circuit reduces, so the force of the preloaded springs is partially 
applied. 

The brake callipers are equipped with an automatic adjustment system for the 
clearance between the brake shoes and disc. In this way the separation is 
maintained constant independently of the accumulated wear of both elements. 

Furthermore, two electromagnetic brakes are fitted, one on each side, to act as 
emergency brakes. They provide additional braking capacity in case of 
emergency. 

The electromagnetic brakes are suspended from two mountings attached to the 
arm of the axle-box bridges. They are suspended by means of coil springs with 
a mechanism to regulate the distance to the track rails. 

The mountings are attached to the truck frame in order to absorb longitudinal 
and transverse braking forces occurring in these elements. 

 
Figure 11- Brake disc 
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Figure 12- Brake calliper 

 

Figure 13- Electromagnetic brake 

8 AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 

8.1 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 
 

The trucks are fitted with electrical connections between the axle-box bridges 
and the truck frame, between the traction motors and truck frame and between 
the truck and carbody. These connections allow the return of the high voltage 
current, or any current that may be produced by faults to flow to the track. 
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Brushes are used to transmit the currents between the wheel rims and axle-box 
bridges. 

The motor power supply cables are joined to the trucks by means of insulated 
straps and are connected to the cables that drop from the carbody in a junction 
box located on the trucks, to allow easy disconnection. 

The connections to the truck auxiliary equipment (speed sensors, temperature 
sensors and others) are made with flexible electrical cables that connect the 
carbody to the truck by quick disconnection connectors mounted in an 
accessible location. These connectors are waterproof and appropriate for 
exterior use. 

 

8.2 FLANGE LUBRICATION EQUIPMENT 
 
The lead axle of each truck incorporates a flange greasing system to reduce 
wear of the wheel flange. Its operation is interconnected with the reversal of 
direction system so that only the system on the front axle in the direction of 
movement operates whatever direction the tram is moving in. 

 

Figure 14- Flange greasing device 

 

8.3 SANDING SYSTEM 
 
The track sanding system is located close to the four motor truck wheels to 
improve adhesion between wheels and rail when necessary. In this way, the 
sand is deposited in two positions on each rail depending on the direction of 
operation. The operation of the sandboxes is interconnected with the movement 
direction, so that only two sandboxes per truck are activated at the same time, 
depending on the direction. 

The sand tanks and ejectors are mounted on the carbodies, the trucks only 
having the mountings that hold and direct the flexible pipes that conduct the 
sand from the ejectors. 

The sand ejectors, which are heated, are electro-pneumatic and the system is 
equipped with a small compressor to generate the air pressure used to eject the 
sand. 
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Figure 15- Sandbox ejector and mounting 

 

8.4 CORROSION PROTECTION 
 
Once the frame and bracket are assembled, welded and treated, it is cleaned 
by shot blasting and given a layer of protective anti-corrosion primer. 

Please refer to specific truck painting procedure [3] for futher details. 

 

 

9 REFERENCES 

[1] M.H1.97.030 Resilient Wheel Technical Information  

[2] M.H1.97.010 Gear Unit Description 

[3] M.H1.58.001 Truck Painting Procedure 
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10  LIST OF DEVIATIONS 

APPLICATION FOR DEVIATION OF PRODUCT ID: 9.1 Rev.: -  

REQUEST OF DEVIATION OF PRODUCT ORIGINATED BY 

NAME: Xabier López de Munain  

POSITION: Truck Engineer  

DEPARTMENT: CAF – Trucks Engineering Area 

REQUEST: Request for approval of service proven truck design 

CAUSE: 
T.S. 10.2.2: Drive configuration shall be one motor per axle or stub axle or one 
split motor per longitudinal wheel pair. The traction motor shall drive its associated 
axle(s) through a gearing arrangement. In the case of one motor driving a 
longitudinal wheel pair, the individual wheels shall not be mechanically locked 
through the motor/gearing arrangement and shall permit slip between the 
individual wheels. The arrangement shall minimize unsprung weight on the driven 
axles and provide resilience to absorb the shocks resulting from running through 
special trackwork. All motors, gear units and couplings shall be interchangeable 
between motor trucks. 
JUSTIFICATION: 
As previously mentioned in this document, Cincinnati Streetcars’ motored trucks 
have four motors which are joined two by two along their longitudinal axes and 
each one is solidly joined to the gear unit forming a single unit. The motor-gear 
unit hangs from the truck frame with a series of interspersed elastic rubber 
elements. Each motor drives a gear unit that transmits the driving torque to the 
wheel axle through a toothed coupling. This allows for the movement caused by 
the travel of the primary suspension. An elastic star type coupling is mounted 
between the motor and the gear unit. 

Proper axles are not mounted on the trucks in the usual way, as the wheels rotate 
free. Instead of the usual cylindrical axles, in this case, there is a casted part with 
two press-fitted journals (one on each end of the frame unit) where the wheel 
hubs with bearings that allow the free rotation are fitted. The casted part is called 
the "axle-box bridge" as it acts as a false axle and as a kind of axle-box.  
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APPLICATION FOR DEVIATION OF PRODUCT ID: 9.2 Rev.: -  

REQUEST OF DEVIATION OF PRODUCT ORIGINATED BY 

NAME: Xabier López de Munain  

POSITION: Truck Engineer  

DEPARTMENT: CAF – Trucks Engineering Area 

REQUEST: Request for approval of Urbos 3 platform standard flange 
lubrication system 

CAUSE: 
T.S. 11.12: The wheels on the lead axle of each motor truck shall be equipped 
with wheel flange lubricators, or such other system as may be approved by the 
City. The motor truck lubricators shall be installed so that each provides friction 
modifier material between the flange of the wheel and the rail. The center truck, if 
provided, shall incorporate wheel flange lubricators (two per truck) and shall be 
installed so that each provides friction modifier material between the flange of the 
wheel and the rail. The sticks and stainless steel applicators used for the motor 
and center trucks shall be identical, and shall use sticks approved by the City. 
(CDRL 11-7) 
JUSTIFICATION: 
CAF proposes the CoC to use the standard flange lubrication system that has 
successfully performed in all Urbos 3 applications. As mentioned in section 8.2 of 
this technical description, the flange lubrication system would be installed in the 
lead axles of both motored trucks. 
 
Operation is interconnected with the reversal of direction system so that only the 
system on the front axle in the direction of movement operates whatever direction 
the tram is moving in. The flange lubrication activation, which is always carried out 
through the TCMS, may come about due to: 

 
• Manual request by the driver. 
• Automatic request by means of the route and the position. 

 
The TCMS will receive information about the tram position where the flange 
lubrication is recommendable. In these points, the TCMS will activate a digital 
output, which will cause the activation of the flange lubrication solenoid valve 
located in the active cabin. This valve allows the passage of the grease driven 
from the pneumatic circuit of each cabin. 
 
The system in charge of giving the information about the position of the tram will 
be the Passenger Information System (PIS), as it will have the information about 
the tram routes. The PIS should permit the definition of events based on 
odometry, and those events will be sent via the MVB bus when the location 
defined for each event has been reached. 
 
In case of PIS failure, the TCMS could act as a support system if necessary 
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activating the digital output itself based on a predetermined logic to be defined 
during the project phase (normally, the TCMS activates the valve regularly at a set 
interval of distance). 
 

In comparison to CAF’s standard lubrication system, other systems such as 
lubrication sticks have some disadvantages: 
 

• Weight/space: the sticks take much more space and are much heavier than 
any lubrication nozzle.  

 
• Dosage: a stick cannot dose the amount of lubricant. 

 
• Breaking risk: graphite is a lightweight material (in case that material is 

selected for the sticks), and it could break in contact with a running wheel, 
what, at a certain point, leads to irregular lubrication. 

 
• Lubrication control: lubrication by means of sticks cannot be parameterized 

by curve, time or distance. The sticks are basically lubricating all the time, 
which leads to unnecessary maintenance costs. 

 
• Cost: as lubrication sticks are always in use, they have to be replaced more 

frequently and its associated working time. Besides, there is no parameter 
that telling when the sticks have to be replaced but the experience in other 
applications. 

 
• Maintenance: when using lubrication sticks, frequent inspections are 

required down in the pit to check that the springs that hold the sticks apply 
force against the wheel the sticks’ wear in order to prevent irregular 
lubrication. 

 
For the reasons described above and in order to keep within the technology used 
successfully for years, CAF requests the CoC to consider the use of its standard 
lubrication system for the Cincinnati Streetcars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 


